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If a Business Has a Release Form, Does that Mean It Can Never Be Sued?

Release for ms or "hold harmless" agreements are used by a var iety of businesses, in an attempt to limit (or release alto-

gether) the business’s liability if a customer is injured on the business’s premises, or as a result of the business’s ser vices.

In some contexts, a release agreement will use language to indicate that the person signing the agreement has "assumed

the risk" of being injured. For example, a horse stable may require that all people wishing to ride the stable’s horses sign a

release for m acknowledging the risks involved in riding, and agreeing that the stable will not be liable if the customer is

injured while riding.

When it comes to liability for a personal injury, release for ms can significantly alter the legal relationship between a cus-

tomer and a business. Generally speaking, however, most states do not enforce releases where the business is alleged to

have been grossly negligent or engaged in intentional misconduct.

There are more subtle legal issues though, when it comes to whether or not a release will be enforced. A minor usually

cannot legally release his or her rights. Only the minor’s parent or guardian can do so. So, a release signed only by the

minor is not enforceable. In addition, the release must be signed before any injur y has occurred. A business that allows a

customer to sign a release "later" may be unpleasantly surpr ised when an injury occurs before the customer ever gets

around to signing the release.

Many businesses use "fill in the blanks" for ms for their releases. It is impor tant that the blanks are filled in before the

release is signed. Filling in the blanks later adds material terms to the release that the signor can claim he or she did not

agree to at the time the release was signed.

Another important concern is keeping the release where it can be located later. If a customer signs a release but does not

sue for injuries until years later, the release is only useful if it can be produced for the court. If the release has been lost,

the business may face liability that could have been avoided.
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